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The Third Reich was already agonizing when, in 

Nuremberg it was discovered a manuscript 

containing the Prophecies of a Benedictine monk 

who died in the second half of 19th century. 

 

It was spring 1944 and Germany was under the 

incubus of bombardments. The specter of hunger 

was obsessing. For this reason, the prophecy spread 

rapidly. People saw in it the hope, the promise, a 

point to which they could anchor during the hell of 

those days. The Benedictine monk had foreseen the 

death of the hooked lion before the 13th flowering 

of the almond-tree. The fall of Nazism was so 

imminent! 

 

This explains enough the relentless hunting which 

was performed by the Nazis in order to find this 

document. It seems that Hitler gave the order to 

look for this document. But, since nobody could 

find this document, the research was abandoned. 

Time passed and at last the document was found 

under the ruins of Saint Paul church, which was 

bombed by the American aircraft in 1944. It seems 

that the document had been hidden here to avoid 

the hunting of Nazis. Nycol Rycempel found it but 

he mysteriously disappeared just after the war. The 

only one granddaughter of this man is still living in Varsavia and is the only one custodian of the 

prophecy of the flowery almond-tree. 

 

The author of this prophetic document has seen only the last century which, according to the prophecies 

of Cheops Pyramid and of Nostradamus, should end the age of man. Starting from 2000, the prophecy of 

flowery almond-tree foresees the dawn of a new era, which is called the era of olive-tree. Here the cycle 

of man is ended and starts a renewed world: a world of peace and freedom and silence, dominated by the 

force of nature. 

 

Before analyzing the future, let us see the past. Each year has its definition: likewise the prophecy of 

Malachi. Some of these prophecies are really striking for the crudeness and the exactness with which the 

some events have been anticipated, 1900 is defined in this way: 'scepter stained with blood. In fact 

Gaetano Bresci kills King Umberto I at Monza on July 29, 1900. 

 

1914: blood in blood. In fact on July 28 of this year, Francesco Ferdinando of Austria is killed and, in the 

same year, Europe is upset by the 1st World War. 

 

1929: glory of the Church. In fact in this year we saw the Pact of the Lateran. 

 



1939: hailstorm of crosses, this clearly refers to the 2nd World War. What about the future? We herewith 

indicate the years and the respective prophecy. 

 

1963: words on sand -- 1964: splendor of the moon -- 1965: storm at the equator -- 1966: delirium of 

blood -- 1967: virgin duel -- 1968: fire on the snow -- 1969: green hope -- 1970: peace of olive-trees -- 

1971: glory of dead people -- 1972: the triumph of the helmsman -- 1973: light in the night -- 1974: road 

of the stars -- 1975: storm of crosses -- 1976: love for the moon -- 1977: terrestrial guideline -- 1978: 

forbidden. dreams -- 1979: death of Judas - 1980: Rome without Peter -- 1981: triumph of work -- 1982: 

the new man -- 1983: Hosanna of people -- 1984: delirium in the space -- 1985: the voice of the anti-

Christ -- 1986: fire from the Orient -- 1987: glade of crosses -- 1988: madness of the earth - 1989: waiting 

for the man -- 1990: sign of heaven -- 1991: light in the night -- 1992: fall of stars -- 1993: death of man - 

1994: howl of wild beast -- 1995: sob of mother -- 1996: flood on the earth -- 1997: death of the moon -- 

1998: glory of heaven -- 1999: The new Peter -- 2000: triumph of olive-tree. 

 

Two dates will sign the necrology of humanity: 1975 and 1987. It is interesting to see the same prophecy 

between 1939 and 1975, and 1939 was foreseen a hailstorm of crosses and in 1975 is foreseen a storm of 

crosses. Is the atomic war? Not yet. In 1980 we see the Pope from Rome. Also Nostradamus in his 

Centuric prophesies the same event, followed by the advent of the anti-Christ, foreseen also in the Bible. 

 

The atomic war should happen in 1987 and after this, it seems that no hope is left for man. After 1987, 

terrestrial and marine derangements will complete the destruction of man. In 1991 we shall see an aurora 

borealis which resembles the one that happened in winter 1939 -- 1940: this will be the sign of man death, 

fixed for 1993. In 1999, Peter II will come to collect the inheritance of the Church. At the end we shall 

have peace, but a peace without humanity. In 2000, the cycle of man will be ended by the man himself, 

and this will be due to his desire of power and conquest. 

 

Here is the end of the prophecies of flowery almond-tree. Shall we believe it or not? Let's think that the 

future is not so imminent! 

 

 

 


